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Motivation
Obfuscation used in practice both by good and bad guys
Some call it security-by-obscurity
Ideal: make obfuscation as strong as crypto, i.e. reduce security to a
conjectured hard problem
Has been done by indistinguishability obfuscation (unpractical)
How about practical obfuscation transformations?
Potency against manual attacks measured subjectively
Not clear how to objectively compare effectiveness against
automated attacks of different obfuscation transformations
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Goals of this work

Objective measure of obfuscation resilience against automated
attacks (de-obfuscation):
measure resilience of combinations of obfuscation transformations
measure resilience as a function of obfuscation transformation
parameters

Problem: The choice of automated attacks used is not objective
Solution: Try multiple automated attacks and pick best results for
each obfuscation transformation
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Two Different Perspectives

Defenders:
Goals:
protect program control-flow
(i.e. algorithms, intellectual
property)
protect data embedded in
program (e.g. hard-coded
keys, passwords)

Want lower-bound on attacker
effort, increased via obfuscation
transformations/parameters

Attackers:
2 classes of attacks
(corresponding to each
protection goal):
ACF control-flow recovery
attacks
AD data recovery attacks

Want to develop automated
attacks outperforming prior
known attacks
(decrease upper bounds)

Without fixing attackers by automation we cannot talk about bounds
This work gives upper bounds for the lower bounds on effort of
automated attacks against obfuscated programs
We probe symbolic execution as an automated data recovery attack
SPRO 19 May 2015
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Formal Model
P universe of all executable programs
I, O program input, respectively output domains
T universe of all obfuscation transformations applicable to p ∈ P
[[ · ]]BB : P → (I → O) black-box behavior of any program
τ ∈ T is a mapping τ : P → P such that [[p]]BB = [[τ (p)]]BB
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P universe of all executable programs
I, O program input, respectively output domains
T universe of all obfuscation transformations applicable to p ∈ P
[[ · ]]BB : P → (I → O) black-box behavior of any program
τ ∈ T is a mapping τ : P → P such that [[p]]BB = [[τ (p)]]BB
Automated Data Recovery Attacks:
D universe of data items from program binary or process memory
[[ · ]]D : P → D semantic characterization of data recovery
dif D : D2 → R+ metric to compare similarity of 2 data items
TD (s, τ (p)) shortest time needed by AD having power s, to recover data
item d ∈ D in program p ∈ P, obfuscated with τ ∈ T
t[AD (τ (p), s) = d ∈ D | dif D (d, [[p]]D ) < δ] ≥ TD (s, τ (p))
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Mapping Prior Works Onto Formal Model
Several prior works presenting automated attacks on:
virtualization obfuscation (Tv ⊂ T ): [Sharif et al., 2009,
Guillot and Gazet, 2010, Coogan et al., 2011, Kinder, 2012]
opaque predicates (To ⊂ T ):
[Dalla Preda and Giacobazzi, 2005, Rolles, 2011]
white-box cryptography (Tw ⊂ T ): [Billet et al., 2005,
Wyseur et al., 2007, Michiels et al., 2009, Mulder et al., 2010]
encoding literals (Tel ⊂ T ): [Guillot and Gazet, 2010, Gabriel, 2014]
control-flow flattening (Tcff ⊂ T ): [Udupa et al., 2005]

They fit into the formal model
However, time needed to run automated attacks is missing because:
most works do not mention time needed for attacks in evaluation
no open-source implementation available to measure it ourselves

Example of automated attack [Mulder et al., 2010] on white-box
AES [Chow et al., 2003]:
t[AD (τw (p), s) = d ∈ D | dif D (d, [[p]]D ) = 0] ≤E 222 /s,
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Case Study: Automated Data Retrieval with KLEE
Attacker Goal: automated data recovery (AD )
Obfuscation transformations: virtualization, opaque predicates,
white-box cryptography, encoding literals
Obfuscation tool: Tigress Diversifying C Virtualizer (v 1.3)
Automated attack tool: KLEE symbolic execution engine
Disclaimer: KLEE is not best attacker for all obfuscation
transformations, but defenders should use it to measure resilience of
their software against such an easy attack
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Symbolic execution in one slide [Hicks, 2011]
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Simple License Checking Program
First target program p1 ∈ P:
1 int main ( int argc , char * argv []) {
2
if ( strcmp ( argv [1] , " my_lice nse_key " ) == 0)
3
printf ( " The license key is correct !\ n " ) ;
4
else
5
printf ( " The license key is incorrect !\ n " ) ;
6
return 0;
7 }
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[[p1 ]]D =“my license key” (string extraction via pattern matching)
dif D is string equality operator
s power of attacker given by execution platform:
2.8 GHz CPU, 4 GB memory
Ubuntu 14.04.1
LLVM 3.4.2
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1 int main ( int argc , char * argv []) {
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3
printf ( " The license key is correct !\ n " ) ;
4
else
5
printf ( " The license key is incorrect !\ n " ) ;
6
return 0;
7 }

Problem 1: Directly applying
virtualization obfuscation to p1
vulnerable to string extraction via
pattern matching, i.e.
[[τv (p1 )]]D =“my license key”
Solution 1: first apply literal
encoding to eliminate hard-coded
strings (see Figure on the right)
SPRO 19 May 2015

Figure : CFG of string encoding
function in τel (p1 )
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Simple License Checking Program
τv (τel (p1 )) has over 1300 LOC
Attacker Goal: automatically
extract key from τv (τel (p1 ))
Attacker assumption: license
key could be of any length up
to 32-bytes

Attacker Steps:

Figure : CFG of string encoding
function in τv (τel (p1 ))

1. Run KLEE on τv (τel (p1 )) with a symbolic input of 32-bytes
2. Find test case which causes τv (τel (p1 )) to output desired message
3. The input used by that test case is the recovered data d s.t.
dif D (d, [[p1 ]]D ) = 0
Attack runtime put into formal model:
t[AD (τv (τel (p1 )), s) = d|dif D (d, [[p1 ]]D ) = 0] ≤E 1.5sec
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Simple License Checking Program
How is attack runtime affected by applying virtualization multiple
times?:
t[AD (τv (τel (p1 )), s) = d|dif D (d, [[p1 ]]D ) = 0] ≤E 1.5sec
t[AD (τv2 (τel (p1 )), s) = d|dif D (d, [[p1 ]]D ) = 0] ≤E 8.8sec
t[AD (τv3 (τel (p1 )), s) = d|dif D (d, [[p1 ]]D ) = 0] ≤E 780sec

It has an exponential tendency given that:
LOC(τv (τel (p1 )), s)) ≈ 1300
LOC(τv2 (τel (p1 )), s)) ≈ 3300
LOC(τv3 (τel (p1 )), s)) ≈ 6600
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Simple License Checking Program
How is attack runtime affected by adding opaque predicates to
τv (τel (p1 )), s)?
τoα (τv ( · )): adding α opaque predicates to each instruction handler
of a virtualized program
t[AD (τo1 (τv (τel (p1 ))), s) = d|dif D (d, [[p1 ]]D ) = 0] ≤E 1.5sec
t[AD (τo5 (τv (τel (p1 ))), s) = d|dif D (d, [[p1 ]]D ) = 0] ≤E 1.6sec
t[AD (τo10 (τv (τel (p1 ))), s) = d|dif D (d, [[p1 ]]D ) = 0] ≤E 1.7sec
t[AD (τo20 (τv (τel (p1 ))), s) = d|dif D (d, [[p1 ]]D ) = 0] ≤E 2.3sec

It has a logarithmic tendency given that:
LOC(τo1 (τv (τel (p1 )))) ≈ 1300
LOC(τo5 (τv (τel (p1 )))) ≈ 1600
LOC(τo10 (τv (τel (p1 )))) ≈ 2100
LOC(τo20 (τv (τel (p1 )))) ≈ 7300
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More Complex License Checking Program
Second target program p2 ∈ P:
1 int main ( int argc , char * argv []) {
2
unsigned long hash = 5381;
3
unsigned char * str = argv [1];
4
5
while ( int c = * str ++)
6
hash = (( hash << 5) + hash ) + c ;
7
8
if ((( hash >> 32) == 0 xbc150c6e ) &&
9
(( hash & 0 xffffffff ) == 0 x49a54935 ) )
10
printf ( " The license key is correct !\ n " ) ;
11
else
12
printf ( " The license key is incorrect !\ n " ) ;
13
return 0;
14 }
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More Complex License Checking Program
Second target program p2 ∈ P:
1 int main ( int argc , char * argv []) {
2
unsigned long hash = 5381;
3
unsigned char * str = argv [1];
4
5
while ( int c = * str ++)
6
hash = (( hash << 5) + hash ) + c ;
7
8
if ((( hash >> 32) == 0 xbc150c6e ) &&
9
(( hash & 0 xffffffff ) == 0 x49a54935 ) )
10
printf ( " The license key is correct !\ n " ) ;
11
else
12
printf ( " The license key is incorrect !\ n " ) ;
13
return 0;
14 }

Repeating previous attack steps, gives following runtimes:
t[AD (p2 , s) = d|dif D (d, [[p2 ]]D ) = 0] ≤E 15min
t[AD (τv (p2 ), s) = d|dif D (d, [[p2 ]]D ) = 0] ≤E 56min
LOC(τv (p2 ), s)) = 360
Note: found hash collisions I) NpMy1Aa!G and my license key
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Conclusions
Proposed a framework for measuring resilience of obfuscation
against
control-flow recovery attacks
data recovery attacks

Discussed mapping prior works onto framework
Instantiated model via case-study on data retrieval attacks
Observations show that symbolic execution tools like KLEE:
are effective for data retrieval attacks from programs protected by
literal encoding, virtualization and opaque predicates
have scalability issues when applying virtualization multiple times
can handle program which use non-linear hash functions instead of
hard-coded secrets
are not effective for data retrieval attacks from programs protected
by white-box cryptography
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Future Work
Develop or use existing tools to perform systematic study of
obfuscation resilience
Measure runtimes of automated attacks as a function of multiple
obfuscation transformations and their parameters
Put shortest runtimes for each obfuscation transformation into
mapping with following dimensions:
obfuscation transformation(s)
parameter values
automated attack technique/tool
program characteristics

This would help practitioners pick obfuscation transformations for
their programs/purposes
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Thank you for your attention

Questions ?
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